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The Principles 

of Democracy 

The word democracy comes from two Greek words: demos = people and 
kratos = rule. Therefore. the word means "rule by the people," sometimes 
called "popular sovereigny." and can refer to direct, participatory. and 

representative forms ofrule bp the people. Today the word has a positive mean- 
ing throughout most of the world-so much so that. to connect themselves 
with t h s  positive image, even some political systems with little or n o  rule by the 
people are called democratic. 

The following analysis uses a simple model of the key elements of democ- 
racy as it exists today: 

I.Citizen involvement in decision malung 

2. A system of representation 

3. The rule of law 

4. -4n electoral system-majorir) rule 

5. Some degree of equality among citizens 

6. Some degree of libern; or  freedom granted to or retained by citizens 

7 .Education 
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The classic response to elitist theories is to argue that (1) efficiency is not as 
important as the positive influence of participation on the citizen and (2) the 
average citizen is probably capable of understanding most issues. The elitist the- 
orists say, in efi-ecc, that classicalrepresentative democracy does not-even 
cannot-work in the modern world. Their opponents argue that a truly informed 
citizenry is even more important than in the past and that representative democ- 
racy can work even though new problems make it more difficult to achieve. 
But they also argue that people need to be actively encouraged to participate 
and given the means of inforrmng themselves regarding the issues. 

Pluralism 

Closelv related to the elitist view is pluralism. in which the political system is 
composed of interest groups competing for power with none strong enough to 
dominate. As long as competition exists and is fair. no  single interest can gain 
too much power; one interest will always be held in check by the other inter- 
ests. Advocates contend that pluralism is the best system for a representative 
democracy because pluralism protects citizens from too great a centralization of 
power and allows all the diverse interests within a society to be expressed. In 
the United States today, pluralism connects neatly to the growth ofinterest in 
n~ulticulturalism \structuring society around competing and cooperating cul- 
tures). But it is important to noce that pluralism is about distribution of power 
and multicultur&sm is about toleration of difference. 

Most modern societies are pluralistic in that they are composed of a variety 
of groups based on characteristics such as wealth, race, gender. ethnic or national 
origin, profession, and religion. Defenders of p lurdsm argue that this diversity 
should be recognized and procected. Thus pluralism includes both a positive 
awareness of the group basis of most contemporary societies and the belief that 
democracy needs to incorporate that awareness. Pluralists in the United States 
assert that plurahsm supplements the system of checks and balances enshrined 
in the U.S. Constitution with additional checks on power. Outside the United 
States: pluralists argue that competition among groups is often the primary 
means o f  limiting centralized power. 

Critics of pluralism make two major points. First, according to the antiplural- 
ists. the only thing of interest to the competing elites is staying in office; all values 
are secondan; to this overriding goal. Thus the suggestion that pluralism protects 
fieedom is false. Pluralism is a protection for rieedom, or any other value, only as 
long as that value is to the policical benefit o f the  competing groups. Second, 
antipluralists note that the supposedly competing groups cooperate to maintain 
the present system and their positions of power within it. As a result pluralism and 
the groups that compete wl thn  it are obstacles to change, particularly in trying to 
avoid the emergence of new groups that might successfilly compete for power. 

Corporatism 
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bureaucracies. Interest groups do not merely consult with government but are 
fully integrated int-o the process of policy malung and implementation. As one 
writer put it, corporat-ism means the "negotiation of policy between state agen- 
cles and int-erest- orpnisations arising from the divlslon of labour in society, 
where policy agreement-s are implemented through the collaboration of the 
interest organisatlons and their willingness and ability t-o. secure the compliance 
of their members."' 

The theory ofcorporatism has had a great impact on how interest organiza- 
tions percelve their relations wlth one another and with government. Although 
corporatism has not significantly reduced competition among interest groups, l t  

has provided the theoretical basis for their talung a more active role in actually 
developing policy in cooperation wit-h government bureaucracies. 

Crltics of corporatlsm argue that- I[ simply justifies greater power on the part 
of unelected people. that the similarity of t-he concept In fascism 1s no accident, 
and that corporatism explicitly denies the power of citizens to control their 
own lives In a democracy Critics of elitism. pluralls~n. and corporatism often 
suggest that more, not less. direct participation on the part of the citizens is the 
best approach to democrac): 

Participatory Democracy 

The most drect- challenge to the previous approaches is found among those who 
say that the low level of citizen involvement is a problem that should not be  
rationalized away but solved. Advocates of pardcipator)- democracy see elitism. 
pluralism. and corporatlsm as disregarding the most fundamental principle of 
democrac): and they contend that shfting power away il-om elected officials to 
citizens can save the principle. In other words. they propose movlng the system 
awav froin representative democracy in the direct-ion of drect  democracy.' 

The participatory democrat argues that laws they did not help make or par- 
ticlpate In malung should not bind individuals. In other words. the individual- 
all lndivlduals-must be consulted In the making of laws that will affect them. 
If they are not consulted. the laws should be considered invalid. 

In addlrion to asserting that more participatory democracy can work. 
advocates of this position contend that onlv with greater part~cipation can the 
other principles of democracy be fulfilled. According to this argument, people 
will never be politically equal or  free unless they become active and involved 
citizens committed to making the syst-em work by rnahng representat-ive 
democracy more like direct democracy. At the same rime, contemporary 
defenders of participatory democracy do nor oppose representauon; they just 
believe that voters should keep their representatives on a short-er leash. 

Opponents of parriclpaton democracy argue that ~t simply goes too far and, 
as a result, 1s ~mpracrlcal. Ir would be fine lf l t  was possible, bur. ~t cannot be 

'Wvn Granr, ~nrroducnon to T i e  Polt~,r.zi Eicmzclrny giCorporaium, ed Wvn Grant (London 

Macrmllan, 1985). 3-1 

' See, for example. Caroie Parrrn~n.  Parrropar~onand Dernocrarii Theory (Cambridge 
.- . - - -
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achieved in our complex world. Also. the fact that many choose not to vote 
raises questions about any participatorv theory These critics assert that contem- 
porary political decisions require both expertise and time not available to the 
average citizen. As a result. the>- say. a system of representative democracy is 
necessary. 

R E P R E S E N T A T I O N  

If l r e c t  participation is difficult to acheve or not a good idea, then it is neces- 
sary t-o develop a way for people to participate indirectly. The primary means 
has been through representatives. or people chosen bv citizens to act for them. 
In other words. citizens delegate to  one of their number the responsibility for 
malung certain decisions. The person chosen may be a delegate from a geo- 
graphical area or of a certain number of people (representation by area or popu- 
lation). Tne citizen5 represented are c d e d  the mnstituerzts, or  the representative's 
cotzstituerzc): 

The word represerrt is used in a number of dfferent wavs that help provide 
an understanding of the situation: 

1 .  Something represeizts something else when it is a faithful reproduction or 

exact copy of the original. 


2. Something that symbolizes something else is said to represent it. 

3. A lawyer represenrs a client when he or she acts in place of or for the client. 

Clearly. the third meaning is closest to the way we think of a representative in 
democracy, but it is not that simple because no constituencv is composed of 
citizens whose interests are identical. As a result, there are two m a n  approaches 
to the relationshp between the representative and her or his constituency, with 
most actual representatives fitting somewhere between the two extremes. 

Some represent-atives try to, reflect the varied interests of their constituents 
as precisely as possible. while others take the position that they were elected to 
make the best decisions they can for the nation as a whole. The latter position 
was first put forth by Edmund Burke i1729-97): who said. 

To deliver an opinion is the right of d men; that of constituents is a we~ghty 
and respectable opinion, whch  a representative ought always rejoice to hear, 
and w h c h  he ought always most seriously to consider. But atlthorirative instruc-
tions, titandates issued. w h c h  the member is bound blindly and implicitly to 
obey: to vote for, and to argue tbr, though contrary to the dearest conviction 
o f h s  judgment and conscience-these are thngs utterly unknown to the 
laws of th~s  land, and whch  arise from a fundamental mistake of the whole 
order and tenor of our Constimtion. 

Parliament is not a congress of ambassadors from different and hostile 
~ ~ ~ P T P P ~ Sw h i c h  ~ a c h  must maintain. as an agent and advocate, against other 
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with one interest. that of the  whole: where, not local purposes, not local 
prejudces, ought to guide, but the general good. resulting fiom the general 
reason of the whole. You choose a member, indeed: but when you have 
chosen him, he is not a member ofBristol. he is a member of Parliatnerzt. If 
the local constituent should form a hasy opinion evidently opposite to the 
real good of the rest of the community, the member for that place ought to 
be as far as any other from an endeavor to give it e 6 e ~ t . ~  

Here Burke presents a case for the representative as an independent agent who 
is a representative solely in the sense that she or he is elected by the people in a 
particular area. In doing thls, Burke specificall~r rejects representation in the 
third sense: the representative as agent for some individual or group. 

Seldom, if ever, will an elected official fit exactly one and only one of the 
roles assigned by the theories ofrepresentation. Even the mosc Burkean repre- 
sentative WLU act as a constituency agent at times or on certain issues. The typi- 
cal representative is likely co act as a constituency agent whenever constituents 
are accively concerned with a particular issue or to assist individuals or groups 
of consticuencs when they need help in dealing with a bureaucracy. At the same 
time. the typical representative is likely to act as a Burkean representative o n  
issues that do not directly concern the constituency (and thus about which little 
or no pressure is received from the constituency). 

As we have already seen in the discussion of participatory theories, an issue 
that concerns some theorists is how to give representative democracy some 
attributes of direct democracy. In the United States such practices as the initia- 
tive, referendum. and recall were developed to allow people to play a direct 
role in political decision making, and these devices are presently being used 
extensively. 

This issue can be seen mosc clearly in the thinking ofJean-jacques Rousseau 
(1712-781, who said, "Thus deputies of the people are not. and cannot be, its 
representatives: they are merely its agents, and can make no final decisions. Any 
law which the people have not ratified in person is null, it is not a la\v.'" Here 
Rousseau has used two of our definitions of represent. For h m a representative is 
not an independent agent but one who acts only with conscituent approval. 
Rousseau realized that within a large country direct democracy was impractical. 
even impossible. and although he maintained the ideal of direct democracy he 
did discuss representation in a more favorable light. He said, 

I have just shown that government weakens as the number ofmagistrates 
[elected 05cialsl increases; and I have already shown that the more numer- 
ous the people [are], the more repressive force is needed. From w h c h  it 
follows that the racio of magistrates to government should be in inverse 
proportions to the ratio of subjects to sovereign: which means that the 
more the state expands, the more the government ought to contract; and 

- ~-

' Speech ro rhe Eleciors oiBnrrol 11774).In The  Work of lhe RiLqhiHoi~orableBdmund- . - s- - 2 m -..- a., ..., ia n l j  i1.96 iernnhx%l~-. T .+.I. ~n rhe onrnnal;. 
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Jean-Jacques Rousseau (1712-78) is best 
known as a political philosopher. His 
works Discours sur les sciences et les arts 
(Discourse on the Arts and Sciences, 1750), 
Discours sur I'origine et les fondernents de 
I'inegalite (Discourse on the Origin and 
Foundations of Inequality, 1755), ~ r n i l e  
(17621, a treatise on education, Du contrat 
social (The Social Contract, 1762), and 
others placed him in the forefront among 
critics of contemporary society. He argued 
that civilization was corrupting and that a 
return t o  a simpler society in which each 
individual could fully participate was the 
remedy for the current social ills. His argu- 
ments were used as justifications for the 
French Revolution. The meaning, intent, 
and effect of Rousseau's ideas are still 
widely debated; interpretations o f  his 

thought range from the belief that he was one of the founders of modern totalitarian- 
ism t o  the belief that he was an important defender of democracy. 

thus that the number ofrulers should diminish in proportion to the increases 
of the 

Rousseau would have liked to see a c o u n r n  small enough so every person could 
be his' own representative. but as population increases this becomes more and 
more difficult. Thus the number of rulers must of necessity diminish through 
the establishment ofsome type ofrepresentative svstem, and the larger the coun- 
try the more powerful those representatives must be. Rousseau believed that the 
closer a sysrein can come to a direct democracy through an increase in the 
number of magistrates. the better the system wdl be. but this is only possible in 
a very small country. Rousseau's' approach to representation has gained favor in 
recent years in movements that support participatory democracy. 

THE RULE OF L A W  

In a democrat!- an elected representative participates in making laws but is still 
bound by the law. Once passed, the law is supreme, not those who made the 
law. Representatives can participate in changing a law, but until ir is changed 
the); along with everyone else. must obey it. 
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This apparently simple notion came about only after a long struggle. It was 
one of the basic principles demanded in the early conflicts that led to the estab- 
lishment of democratic institutions. Before that, monarchs claimed that they 
had been appointed by God to rule (the divine right of kings) and were. there- 
fore, above the law. The  principle involved is thac a society should be able to 
bind itself by the rules it collectively has chosen, and no individual or  institu- 
tion should be outside the rules so chosen. 

O f  course, the rule of law can be complex. For example, not all-perhaps 
even feur-laws are so clear that everyone agrees on their meaning. Therefore, 
every country has procedures for interpreting the meaning of laws, and those 
interpretations can change over time. In the  United States, for example, the 
Supreme Court ruled in Plessy t! Ferguson (163 US 537 [1896]) that racially seg- 
regated facilities were legal under the U.S. Constitution. In Brown v. Board o j  
Edzication ojTopeka (347 US 483 [1954]), it ruled that they were not. 

Another way in w h c h  the rule of law is not so simple is that some laws con- 
flict or at least appear to  conflict with other laws. Countries have to rely on 
some mechanism for deciding which law takes precedence and must be obeyed. 
In the United States the Supreme Court  has the role of deciding which laws -
conflict with the U.S. Constitution and is the ultimate arbiter of all disputes 
over conflicting laws. Other  countries have a wide variety of institutions to 
make t h s  determination, but some means is always available. 

T H E  E L E C T O R A L  S Y S T E M  

The  means of choosing representatives is central to making democracy work, 
and there has been considerable c o n a c t  over procedures to d o  this. As we 
learned during the Florida vote count in the 2000 presidential election, the 
details of electoral procedures can be a significant part of determining the out- 
come of an election.' What might appear to be simple questions prove to raise 
serious issues. Consider the following examples: 

1. For what period of time should someone be elected! 

3. Should elected representatives be allowed to be reelected to the same office! 
If yes. how man); times? If no, can they be elected again afier not holding 
the o 5 c e  for a period? How long? 

3. What percentage of the vote does a person need to be chosen? Fifty per- 

cent plus one (called a simple majority) works nicely if there are only two 

canddates, but poses problems if there are more than two. 


4. If there are more than two candidates, should there be a second election 

(called a nrnofl) to choose benveen the two hghest vote getters in the first 

election? 


T h e  2004 elecoon was not close enoueh for major confl~cts ro deveiop, bur rhousands o l  
. . . . . . . . . . . . .? 
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5. Are there any circumstances where more than a simple majoricy should be 

6. How large should a representative assembly be? 

7. How many representatives should be chosen irom each area or for what 
population s~ze? 

All of these questions have been disputed at times. and most stdl are. Also, many 
countries are currently going through what is being called democrarizarior~,in 
which these questions nutst be answered in the process of estabiishmg represen- 
tative institutions where none had existed. 

The electoral process beglns with the selection of candidates. The means by 
which this takes place varies irom countrv to country and even within coun- 
tries. In some cases, the system is entirely under the control of political parties, 
and a citizen must become active in a party to influence the choice of candi- 
dates. In other cases. although the political party is still important, an election 
(in the United States this is called a prlrnary) 1s held to reduce the number of 
candidates. In this situation citizens can influence the final list of candidates by 
voting, donatlng money to a candidate, or worlung actively for a candidate. 

For a citizen who simply wants to vote intelligently. deciding whom to vote 
for will depend largely on  the available information. For many offices a high 
percentage of voters vote on the basis of p a r n  identification alone; others 
depend on information provided by the candidate's campaign and [he media. 
Reliable information is not always easy to come by, and voters often feel they 
are forced to choose without the information necessary to make a fully informed 
decision. This may be one reason for the low voter turnout in some countries. 
Getting adequate information can take more effort than some voters are wtlhng 
to expend. And sometimes sinlplv making a decision that reflects your own 
belie& is hard. For example. recently there was a local election in my area. Both 
candidates [ook positions I liked and both took positions I disliked, and it was a 
fairly dirty campaign. In these circumstances, the temptation to not vote is 
strong, and i t  is hardly surprising that many people choose not to. But not voting 
is giving the decision on who holds power to others. 

The normal rule of elections is that the side with the most votes wins, but it 
is always important to remember that this does not mean that those with the 
most votes are right: ~t just means that because more people voted for A rather 
than B. A must be accepted until the next election gives people the chance to 
change to B if they wish. Majority rule tends to be based o n  the assumption 
that any issue has only two sides. If, for example. there are three candidates in 
an election, majority rule becomes more complicated because it is harder to 
determine what the majoricy wants. In addition. in many elections relatively 
few potential voters actually cast their ballots: therefore. the majority may not 
be represented in the result. !Some countries. therefore, require their citizens to 
vote.) This objection can, of course. be answered by saying that those who do 
not vote do not care; but what ifsonle of the people who do not vote do not 
feel that anv candidate sufficiently reflects their position? This difficulty illus- 
trates the advantage ofhaving more than two candidates in a n  election, but we 
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have already seen the disadvantage of such an arrangement-if no one receives 
a clear majoriry. does this constitute majorin rule? 

To avoid these problems. various povernmencs have made it difficult oi- 
impossible for more than rwo sides to be represented on the ballot. and other 
governnienrs have used a svstem called proportio~zal repnrerztation (PR);which 
allocares sears in the legislature on the basis of the percentage of the votes cast 
for an individual or parry. In a slmple example o f P R .  using a 100-seat legisla- 
ture like the U.S. Senare. if a minor party got 10 percent of the vote it would 
get 10 seat-s. whereas in the usual system where only the parry thar gets the 
majonry of votes in a distr~ct 1s seated. the minor party would almosc cerrainly 
get no seats. 

Another way to make a representarive svstem more representative is ro 
change from single-member to multiple-member districts. In the usual svstem, 
one person is elecced from each district, but some places elect cwo or more 
people from a district. In most, but not all, cases? this results in more woinen 
and minorities being elected." 

A final institut-ional arrangement designed to protect minorities is the 
common practice in the United States of requiring more than a simple malority 
on certain issues. such as money issues and amending basic sets of rules like 
constitutions. The purpose is to protecr the rights of the minority. it being felt 
that at leasr on some Issues a minority with strongly held opinlons should not 
be dictated to by the majority. 

The electoral system. although seemingly only a mechanism for determin- 
ing the composition of the government over the next few years, actually pro- 
vides the major and sometimes the sole means of polirical particlparion for 
individuals living In a large. complex. modern society. The electoral sysrem, 
therefore. takes on peculiar imporrance for democrat~c rheoi-y. Because it often 
provides a significant or the only means ofpolicical participation, the electoral 
system 1s the kev to whether the system is dernocraric. Individuals, when entering 
the voting booth. inust be sure that their votes will be counted; that the elec- 
tion provides some choice; and that the choice is meaningfiul in thar voters are 
actually free ro voce for any of the options. It is also important to remember the 
most obvious point-that is, that an individual is allowed ro vote in the iirst 
place. Finally. each vore should be  equal to any other vore. aithough in the 
nineteenth century proposals for plural voces based on some crirerion like edu- 
cation were fairly common.'" 

These questions of electoral procedure bring into focus other important 
problems. The elecroral system, in addition to providing a means of policical 
parcici~ation~is designed to guarantee the peaceful change of political power 

' 011  <he chiirrenr svsrmLs and rhelr rrlarron~inp ro democracy. s r z  D o u ~ l a s1.Am).. B r i ~ ~ n d  
rhe Bollor Box: A G i l s r n  .r Guide ro h r z g  Syjlemx (Wcsrporr, CT: I'raeper. 2(iO@):Richard 
5 liarr. Demi,croc and Eiecr~onrf N e w  York Oxford bnrversir! Press. i997); and G.  
Blnpnanr [Jowrll.  Eiecr~oninr in~rntrnenrr!f Dotiurmcl,: h f ~ r o n m n a l land Propon~onal 1,irronr 

i luew Haven. CT: Yale i jn~vrrs i rv  Press. 20001 
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James Madison (1751-1836) was secretary of 
state (1801-1809) during the presidency of 
Thomas Jefferson and then was the fourth 
president of the United States (1809-17). 
Madison is now remembered mostly as 
one of the authors of The Federalist Papers 
(1787-88) and as a major contributor to  the 
drafting of the U.S. Constitution. Madison 
was concerned with the problem of minority 
rights and argued that the Constitution as 
written would provide adequate protection 
for minorities. 

from one individual or group to another. This in turn raises the issue of leader- 
ship within a democracy. a question confronting democratic theorists since 
ancient Athens. The importance of leadership in democratic theory is particu- 
larly significant in representative democracy Whatever theory of representadon 
is accepted, the elected official is given some poli~ical power not directly held 
by cons[ituents. This power can be removed ~hrough tahe electoral process, but 
in the meantime it is held by an individual who can directly participate in polit- 
ical decision maklng to the extent of the power vested in the office. In addi-
tion, the official mav exercise political leadership by helping form or inform the 
opinions of constituents and others by defining the political issues he or  she 
believes significant and by propagandizing for particular 

Historicallv. most democratic theorists have been concerned with l i m i t q  
the political power held by an): individual or group withln a society while at 
the same time providing intelhgent and capable leadership. For example, James 
Madson (1 751-1836). an importan~ figure in the framing of the U.S. Const~tu-
tion and the fourth president of the Unlted States, was greatly worried about 
the possibility of some fiction, including a "majorin faction." gaining political 
power and exercising it in its own interest. 

In the tenth number of T h e  Federalist Papers (1787-88), Madison suggested 
that the best protectors offreedom are the division of powers between the states 
and the national government: the separation of powers among the executive, leg-
islative. and judicial branches of government found in the U.S. Constitu~ion;" 

!' Un leadershp, see Amold M, Ludwig, K~nsn i t h e  Mounrorn: Tire Nature c~fPol~rrcal 
LPaacrshtp (Lemnson tinivers~ty Press oiKentucky. 20U2, 

"The idea o i the  separaoon oipowers came mosdy through rhr wrinngr o i th r  Frrrrch 
poht~cai t'neorist Monterquleu (1684-17553, pamcuiariv his De l'espnf des iois (Tnc Spirir 
tho I n.,,rl 1174x1 
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and the diversity of a large country Others involved in the writing and defense 
of the Constitution advocated an enlighrened aristocracy exercising political 
power but periodically checked through elecrion. rather rhan rule by the 
people. In other words, they accepted Burke's theory of representacion and 
made it the essence of their rheon  of government. 

A central problem with majority rule and the purpose of all these proposals 
LO limit it is the tendency of majorities to suppress minorities. Sysrems like 
propor~ional represen~ation. requirements for a hgher  percentage than 50 per-
cent of'the vote. and Madison's proposals regarding the U.S. Constitution are 
attempcs to ensure that minorities are protected from rhe majoriy. 

EQUALITY  

Although equality has been discussed for centuries, it became cenrrally impor- 
tant only in the twentieth century. Today equality is one ofthose concepts. 
called esserltiaily contested cotzcepts, that produce fundamental disagreement (see 
Chapter 1). For some people the achievement of some form of equality is 
absolutely essential; tbr others the achievemenr of any form ofequality is impos- 
sible; for still others. even if some form of equaliry were possible, it would not 
be desirable. Part of this disagreement comes from lumping together very dif- 
ferent types of equality in one  concept. Equaliry as a general concept includes 
five separate types of equality: political equality equ&ty beforc the law. equality 
of opportunity. econormc equality, and equaliv of respect or social equahy. 

If there is a strict sense of equality applicable to human beings, it is sameness 
in relevant aspects." But the phrase "in relevant aspects" modifying "sameness" 
shows that we have to define carefullj7 what is relevanc in rallung about equality: 
failure to do t h s  is another source ofdisagreement over the meaning and mpor-  
tance of equality. 

Political Equality 

T h e  importance of defining relevant aspects can be seen even in what would 
appear to be the simplest form of equality, polirical equality. If we assume the 
existence of some form of representative democracy, political equalit)! refers to  
equahty at the ballot box. equality in the ability to be elected [o public office, 
and equality of political influence. 

Voting Equality at the ballot box entails the following: 

1.Each individual muse have reasonably easy access to the place of voting. 

2. Each person must be Gee to cast his or her own vote as he or she wishes 

3. Each vote must be given exactly the same weight when counted. 

. 'S r r  che d~scu i r~on  1X: Equaltry, rd. J.  Koiand Prnnock and lohn K, ChapmanIn !\",nos 



These conditions constitute an ideai and are much harder to fulfill than they at 
first appear. There are a number of reasons for this difficulty. 

First. there is the question ofcirizenship. To vote one must be a citizen. Each 
country has regulations defining who is a citizen and how cirizenship is acqu~red. 
For example. in most countries. if you are born in that country you are a citizen. 
Bur if vour parents are citizens of another countr): you will probably have the 
right to be a cit~zen of their countr)-. Some councries also allow their citizens co 
be simultaneously citizens of another country: others do not. Citizenship also 
can be gained by b e ~ n g  naruraltzed, or granted cirlzenship by a country Naturali- 
zation usually requires a formal process culmnacing in a ceremony In whlch alle- 
giance is sworn to the new countr\-. 

Cirlzenship can also be lost. In man): though noc all, countries, swearing 
allegiance to another country will result in the loss oicit~zenship. In the United 
Srates. serving in the n~iiitary of another country is supposed to result in the 
loss of L1.S. c~r izensh i~ .  Each country has its own rules on the loss of cirizen- 
shlp: in some councries it is virtually impossible to lose citizenship, whereas in 
others many difTerenr acrions can result in such loss. 

Second. there is an age requirement for voung. Each country establishes an age 
ac which citizens are first allowed to vote. At present the most common voting age 
is eishreen, although there are excepnons (for exanlple. the vocing age in Indonesia 
is seventeen and in India, twenty-one). No one under that age can vote. 

Thrd .  various people may have had the r l h t  to vote taken away from them. 
In the United Stares, for example, people convicted of certaln crimes lose the 
right to vote in some states. Also, at times various countries have formally h t e d  
the right ro vore. Esamples of such limitations are requirements that a voter 
own a specified amount of property or belong to a particular religion; race and 
gender have also served as Iimitations and in some places still do. 

In addition: there are many informal avenues of lnequalit).. First, and per- 
haps ~llost obvious. are raclal and sexual discrim~nation. Even with legal limita- 
tions on voting removed. women and minorities in many countries still vote at 
a much lower rate than males of the raclal majoriry. Second, some oider and 
many disabled voters may have difliculty getting to the polling place. For exam- 
ple, the polling place in my area requires voters to negotiate two sets ofstairs, 
and although arrangements can be made to vote without hav~ng to use the stairs, 
some voters don't know this or  feel that the effort required is roo great and 
choose not to vote. This example illuscraces that the right to vote can be raken 
away simply by not th inhng through what is required to acrually vore. 

Also: a person who cannot influence what names are printed on the ballot- 
that is, choose the candidates-is not equal to those who can. There are two 
ways to ~nfluence the choice o f w h o  becomes a candidate: money and active 
participation in the political system. For many people the lack of money makes 
it difiiculc to participate actively, but most people who don't participate simply 
choose not to. 

Finally. each voter voces In a district. which should be roughly equal in pop- 
ulac~on to other discr~cts. I f  one district has a much larger population than 
another disrrict, each vore is diluted In that it does nor have the same strength in 
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determining the outcome as a vote in a smaller district. The closer the districts 
are In size. the closer the votes will be in saength. For example, to 
take an extreme case, if voter A lives in a district of50,000 voters and voter B 
lives in one with only 20,000. B's vote will be worth five of A's. Some coun- 
tries, such as the United States. require that district boundaries be changed reg- 
ularly (usually after each census) to achieve this form ofequality. The process is 
called reapportionment. 

Running for Office Equalin7 in the ability to be elected to public office 
means that everyone who has the vote can be elected to public office, although 
particular offices usually have age qualifications and other specific requirements, 
such as residence in a specified area. In many countries it has become very expen- 
sive to run for public ofice; hence equality in the abiliy to be elected to public 
office has been seriously eroded. Most countries have seen attempts to limit the 
effect of wealth by legally controlling campaign spendng. Some countries, such 
as Great Britain, strictly h  t  the amount that candidates can spend. It has been 
estimated that an average recenr U.S. Senate campaign cost $5.6-5.7 million. In 
the United k n g d o m ,  bv contrast, candidates spent well under $200,000 in a 
campaign for the British Parliament and under $90,000 in campaigns for the 
European Parliament. 

In addition, there are social constraints on running for ofice. Traditionally 
in the United States, it has been difficult or  even impossible for women and 
African Americans. Hispanics, and other ethnic minorities, to name just a few 
groups, to become serious candidates for ofice.  Similar situations, although 
with different groups, exist in most countries. Although members of such 
groups may have the legal right to run for office? that right has frequently been 
meaningless because there was no chance they could be elected. To avoid this, 
many countries set aside seats based on ethnicity or gender. In the United States, 
while districts used to  be drawn to guarantee white representation, some are 
now drawn to guarantee black representation. Also, Hispanics are now better 
represented because their numbers have grown substantially in recent years. 

Political Influence Political equality also refers to an equality of political influ- 
ence among citizens. Such equality means that all who choose to participate 
can do so without any formal limitations based o n  their membership in any 
religious: racial, ethnic, gender, or economic category The point is the lack of 
legal lirmtations prohibiting participation. Of  course, all these categories have at 
times both formally affected political influence and informally affected people$ 
ability to participate and the likelihood that they will choose to participate. In 
much of the world, most of these limitations std exist. 

Equality before the Law 

Equality before the law resembles the definition of equality as sameness in rele-
vant aspects because it means that aU people w J  be treated in the same way by 
the legal system, and it is not hedged about by so manv formal definitions of 
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relevant aspects. Depictions 0f~ustice usually show a blindfolded woman holding 
a scale. The scale is an indication that the issues will be weighed; the blindfold 
indicates that they will be weighed fairly, caking into account nothing beyond 
the issues of the case. 

Because a major function of law and legal procedures is to establish general 
rules that all people are expected to accept. l a y  by its nature, is an equalizing 
force in society i i i t  is enforced fairiy. Clearly, equality before the law in practice 
is underrmned by the socioeconomic inequalities that exist in d societies. But 
equaliry before the law is one of democracy's clearest goals. 

Equality of Opportunity 

The third type of equality is related to soclal stratification and mobility systems. 
Equality ojoppor~unity means. first. that every individual in society can move up 
or down within the class or status system depending on that indvidual's ability 
and application of that ability. Second. it means that no artificial barrier keeps 
any person from achieving what she or he can through ability and hard work. 
The key problem in the definition of equality of opportunity is the word artifi-
cial, which refers to individual characteristics thar do not affect inherent abili- 
ties. Race, gender. religion, ethnlc or national origin. and sexual orientation 
are most ofcen cited as such artificial barriers. 

Social stratification and inability systems vani greatly from society to soci- 
em. We tend to think o i  social status and mobility as easy to measure because 
we link them co an easily quantifiable object-money. In most Western soci- 
eties today that measure is a fairly accurate guide to status (except at the level of 
the traditional aristocracv) and the major means of gaining 01- losing status. But 
even in the West it is not quite that simple because status depends on the respect 
a position in society is given as well as the income that goes with the position. 
For example, clergy are not generally well paid but are accorded a status higher 
than their income. In a society that accords status on the basis of some other 
value [such as education)! money would not automatically bring status. EquAc); 
ofopportuniry depends o n  [he value accorded status. 

Economic Equality 

The fourth aspect of equalin; economc equality is rarely used to refer to eco- 
nomic sameness, but  a complete discussion of the subject cannot ignore this 
definition. Economic equal it]^ could mean that every individual within a sociep 
should have the same income, and Edward Bellamy (1850-98) in his popular 
novel Lookirlg Backward (1888) proposed such a definition. This definition is 
normally avoided because most advocates of economic equality are more con- 
cerned with the political and legal aspects of equality and with equalin7 of 
opportunity than with strict financial equality. In addtion. compiete equaliry of 
Income could be unfair to  everyone because it would not take into account the 
differing needs of ditfferent individuals. O f  course, if income levels were suffi- 
cientlv high. differences in need would be irrelevant. because all individuals 
would have enough no matter what their needs were. But few exponents of 
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/ a blindfolded woman holding economic equality expect such high incoine levels: therefore, what constitutes 
will be weighed; the blindfold 7) basic or  fundamental human needs is a matter of considerable concern, 
into account nothing beyond The usual argunienc for economic equality 1s that every individual within 

sociery must be guaranteed a minimum level of economic security. The  stress is 

ocedures is to establish general on security, not equaliqi. Such securlry would allow the individuai to become a 
by its nacure: is an equalizing fully active citizen. The major contention, [he key to the argument, is that 

lality betbre the law in practice without some degree of security citizens will not br in a positlon to participate 

.s that exist in all societies. But effectiveiy even in the limited role of voter. 
lrest goals. Extrerne levels of poverty effectivelv bar an individual from participation in 

the life of the community and can create continuing inequalities. This effect is 
particularly significant in education. A child in a typical middle-class or lower- 
middle-class horrle has had toys and other objects that help teach many skills 

tification and mobilicy systems. essential to learning. simple thing such as having a book read aloud a number 
lividual in society can move up of tlmes shows the child the turning of the pages and indicates that the English 
ding on that individual's abiliry lanLpage is read from left to right: thus setting up a pattern the eyes will follo~~,, 
that no artificial barrier keeps The child without this preparation will scarc out behind the child who has. 


zhrough ability and hard work. There are also certain skds essendal even for relatively unskilled jobs that a cMd 

f opportunity is tlie word art$- learns by playing with toys. A child who has simple toys co play with is learning 

lat do not affect inherent abili- these skills: a child who does not have such toys w d  not gain these skllis and will 
origin, and sexual orientation have to learn them later or be barred from even those unsktlled jobs. The effect 

of such deprivation on a child's Life can be profound. and we are unsure whether 

ry greatly from soclety to soci- some of these effects can be reversed for children who are already in our school 

lity as easy to measure because svstems. Thus children at age five or six may alreadv have.handicaps they will 

-money. In most Western soci- never be able to overcome. There are exceptions: Solllr children brought up in 


to status (except at the level of families that have suffered generations of excreme poverty do make it. However. 
of gaining or losing status. But the overwhelming majority do not. 


Ise scatus depends on the respect Does great inequality in income eliminate equahn, ofopportumty? How great 

me that goes with the position. an mequality is perinissiblel How can the extremes be brought closer together? 

but are accorded a status higher We will look at these probleins in greater detail as we discuss the differences 

lcus on the basis of some other between democratic capitalism and democratic socialism m the next chapter. 
omatically bring status. Equality 

tatus. 


Equality of Respect or Social Equality 

The fifth type of equality, equality ofrespect or social equalit): is in some ways 
7.is rarely used to  refer to eco- the inost difficult to  define. At its base is the belief that all human beings are 
- the  subject cannot ignore this due equal respect just because they are human; we are all equal in our funda- 
very individual within a society mental hurrlanity. Social equaIiky is derived from this belief. Eauality of respect 

Ilanly (1850-98) in his popular refers to a level of individual Interpersonal relations not covered b>- any of the 

a definition. This definition is other aspects oiequalip.  The civil rights movement in the United States once 
onomic equaliry are more con- developed a slogan. "Black Is Beautiful." which illustrates the point. In Western 
:equality and with equality of society, the color black has long connoted evil. as in the black clothes of the 
n addition. complete equality of villain in early movies a b o u ~  the Old West. Advertising on television and in 
would not take into account the magazines used to reinforce chis scereotype by never using black models. The 

me, if income levels were suffi- slogan "Black I s  Beautiful" was directed particularly at African American chil- 

.elevant, because all individuals dren to teach them that it was good. not bad, to be black. and that they could 

.ds were. But few exponents of be black and still respect chemselves and be respected by others. 



Thomas Jefferson (1743-1826), the third 
president of the United States, was involved 
in almost all the issues that dominated 
American political life during his lifetime. 
Of all the things he accomplished, Jefferson 
thought his three most important actions 
were writing the Declaration of Indepen- 
dence, writing the Virginia Act for Estab- 
lishing Religious Freedom, and founding 
the University of Virginia. 

In a narrow sense, social equality means that no public or  private association 
may erect artificial barriers to activity -within the association. Again, there is the 
problem of defining art$cial, but generally we use it in the same sense described 
earlier-that is, denoting characteristics, such as gender, sexual orientxion,  
race, ethnic or national origin. or religion, that do not affect an individual's 
inherent abilities. Examples of this type of equality might be the lack of such 
barriers to membership in a country club or the use of a public park. Thus sociai 
equaliry refers to the absence of the class and status distinctions that raise such 
barriers. In t h s  sense, it includes aspects of equality oiopportunicy. 

Education is believed to be one of the main mechanisms for overcoming 
inequality but in manv countries education is also a means of preserving 
inequalities. For example: in Britain large numbers of students are educated 
privately in what are called public schools. These students then proceed to 
the best universides and generally into the best jobs. (The same process takes 
place in most countries but on a smaller scale.) Thus these students are cut off 
from the broader s o c i e v  and privilege, antagonism. and ignorance establish 
the basis for significant social inequalicy. Some countries have tried to over- 
come such patterns by establishing schools that bring cogether people from a 
wide variety of backgrounds in an attempt to eliminate class or racial igno- 
rance and animosicy. 

F R E E D O M ,  L I B E R T Y ,  A N D  R I G H T S  

Historicall!: the desire for equalicy has often been expressed as an aspect of lib- 
erty. When  Thomas Jefirerson (1743-1826), drafting the Declaration of Inde- 
pendence, spoke of equality he meant that people were equal in the rights they 
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73 	had Equality of opport-unlty 1s oft-en thought ofas a rlght On  the other hand, 

many people believe attempts t-o acheve a degree of economlc equaiitv conflict 
dlrectly with attempts to maintain econormc liberry 

The words liberr): -freedoin, and r g h t  are most often used ~nterchangeably. 
Although some distinguish carefuuy among the meanings, it is not  necessary 
to do so. All three refer ro the ability to act withour. restrictions or with restric- 
tions that are themselves limited in specified or specifiable wavs. Freedom is the 
most general term. Libcrry usually refers to social and political freedom. Righr

'Son (1743-1826), the third 	 usually refers to specific legally guaranteed freedoms. Also, right  has been 
le  Unrted States, was involved 

broadened to  include basic human o r  nat-ural rights. Finally, rights have 
he issues that dominated 
tical life during his lifetime. become the focus oft-hose in the Unired Scat-es who wish co expand consrit-u- 

3s he accomplished, Jefferson iional guarant-ees and protecrions. As a result such quescions as "Does the U.S. 

tree most important actions Const-itutiou provide for a right of privacy?" or,  more recently. "Is there a 
:he Declaration of Indepen- right t-o die?" have become the cent-er of legal, political, and philosophic 
I the Virginla Act for Estab- debat-e. 
Us Freedom, and founding There is n o  such thing as complete freedom. In the firsr. place. one must 
>f Virginia. maintain life and a number of essential bodily functions. It is possible 

to choose when one ears. drinks, sleeps, and so on,  but one cannor choose not 
to eat: drink. or  sleep for long. In  the second place, there are other people. 

bIic or private associat-ion Although they are essent-ial for a complet-e life. they are rest-ricting. An old adage 
iation. Again, there is the st-ates. "Your freedom 1-0 swing your arm stops at my nose." Although superfi- 

the same sense described ciai, it does point out that- the existence of others must be taken into account 

ider, sesuaI orientation. and that other people can limit free action. 

lot affect an individual's A democratic socien should be fairly free and open rather than controlled. 

light be [he lack of such It is the general assumpdon of democratic theory that whatever does no damage 

a public park. Thus social to the society as a whole or to the individuals within it should be the concern 


it-inctions that raise such of no one but the individual or individuals involved. 

spportuniq.  

lanisms for overcoming Natural Rights and Civil Rights
a means o f  preserving 

lf students are educated The most- influent-ial approach to libern- is found in the distinction between the 

ldents [hen proceed to righrs a person has or shodd have as a human being and the rights derived from 

T h e  same process takes government. The former are oft-en called natural rights; the latter are called civil 
lese students are cut off rights. Although the trend today is either t-o reject the concept of natural rights 

lnd ignorance est-abIish altogether and call ail right-s civil righcs o r  to replace the word naturai with 
:ies have rried to over- hurnaiz, the ~radit-iond disdnction is st-111 useful. 

together people from a Many democratic theorists. such as john Locke, have argued that human 

ice class or racial igno- beings, separate from all government or  society, have certain rights that should 
never be given up or taken away People do not give up these righrs on joining 
a society or government, and the society or government should not attempt to 
take these rights away I f a  government does try to take them away, the people 
are justified in revolting t-o change the government. Nor all theorists make this 
last argument, but the point is that natural rights establish limits. T h e  Bill of  
Rights in the U.S. Constitution is a good example. Many of the amendments in 

;sed as an aspect of lib- the Bill of Rights begin. "Congress shall make no law regarding. . . ." The  
IDeclaration of Inde- wording clearly indicates a limit on  governmental activin;. Isaiah Berlin calls this 
:qua1 in the rights the!, 

approach izegativc liberty. Bv this term he describes the area of life within which 
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John Locke (1632-1704) was an important 
British philosopher and political thinker of 
the seventeentn century. His most Impor- 
tant works were Essay Concerning Human 
Understanding (1689) and, in political 
thought, Two Treatises o f  Government 
(published in 1690 but written earlier). The 
first of the two treatises attacks the divine 
right of kings as put forth by Robert Filmer 
(1588-1653). The second treatise is an argu- 
ment for rule by consent of the governed. 

a defense of private property and majority 
rule, and a justification for revolution. The 
U.S. Declaration of Independence was based 
on the second treatise, and Locke was a 
major influence on a number o f  thinkers 
in the United States at the time of the 
revolution and the drafting of the U.S. 
Constitution. 

one "is or should be left to do or be what he is able to do or be, without inter- 
ference by orher persons."'" 

In the Unlted States. tradition emphahizes the danger ofpossible in~erfer- 
ence from governmenr. Certain areas of life> such as speech, religion. press, 
and assembly. have been defined as areas of "negarive liberty" where each 
person is left to do, on the whole, what she or he wanrs. Negative liberty as 
practiced illuscrates the complexity of democracy. Government is seen as the 
most likely agenr to attempt to restrict liberty. Government is also the major 
protector oflibertx and ir must- proLect people even apainst itself. This is one 
reason many Western denlocracies have established whar we call a svsrem of 
checks and balances within the governmenr. N o  segment of government 
should be able to rule unchecked by anv other segment; as a result. the righrs 
of citizens are prorecced. 

Bei-lin also developed a concepr that he called poritivc liberty. As used by 
Berlin. this refers to the possibility of individuals conaolling their own destiny 
or their abili? to choose among opcions. For Berlin, positivc libcrty is the area 
of rarional self-control or "self-mastery." For others. positive liberty means that 
the government should ensure conditions in which the full development of 
each individual is possible.'" O n  the whole, as will be seen in the next chapter, 
democratic capitalists srress negative libern- and democratic socialists stress posi- 
tive liberty while trying to maintain most of the ne~ative liberties. 

" lialah Utriin. "Two Conceprs oi l ibrm.."  In l ierbn, Fo~rrE~rayion iivny ilondoc. 
Oxford Unlvrrslrv l'rrss. lC9h9),121-22 

''Set. tor rxmmplc. the a r p n l e n r  111 C h n s n a n  Bay ,  771e Srrucrur~ afFreeaom (Stanford. CA. 
- .---. . - ? r .....2-.. ,,___."- 7 ,  t .  . I  / h l  
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The most important natural righr-the right ro self-pi-eservarion-1s basic 
to this understanding of posirive liberty. This righr can be inrerpreted ro mean 
that every person has a right ro the necessary minilllurn of tbod, clothing, and 
shelter needed to live in a given society. Because standards vary considerablv 
from soclery to socier): the necessary minimum mighr vary a great deal. 

From this perspective, posirive liberty might include the r~ghr  ro an educa- 
[Ion equal to one's abiliry and the right to a job. This approach ro positive lib- 
erry logically extends ro establishing as a right anything that can be shown LO be 
essential ro the developinent. and perhaps even the expression. of each person's 
porenrial as a human being. 

Thus posirive liberty can include as rights a wide variety of econonlic 
and social pracrices in addirion ro the polirical righrs thar ~ s u a l l ~  come to 
mind when speaking oirighrs. The Universal Declaration of Human Righ[sl" 
adopred by the Uni ted  Naclons includes such r~ghrs in its def in i t~on of  
human rights. For esample, Article 23 states thar "everyone? as a member of 
societx has the right to social security and is enritled to realization, through 
national effort and In accordance with the organization and resources of each 
State. of the economic, social and cultural rights indispensable for his dignitv 
and the free development of his personaliry." Positive liberry is not  usually 
extended this far. but  these examples illusrrare the complexity of the ques- 
tions involved. 

Other so-called natural rights have also been widely debated. One  of the 
mosr conrroversial is the right co proper?. Some contend thar there must be a 

nearly absolure right ro acquire and accumulare private properc); because owll- 
ership of properc); is an avenue to [he full developmenr and espression of the 
hunlail personalin;. Others argue that private properry must be limited because 
the control of such property gives additional power to those who own it. (Addi- 
tional argumenrs for and against the insrirur~on of privace property will be con- 
sidered in Chapter 4.) 

Although there is widespread disagreement on specific narural righrs, ir is 
generally agreed that after the formation of government, these rights must 
become civil rights or righrs specifically guaranceed and protected by the gov- 
ernment, even-or particularlv-againsr itself. This fornlularion ofliberty raises 
many difiiculties. T h e  mosr basic difficulty is the assumprion thar a govern- 
ment will be willing to guarantee rights against itself. Many thinkers have 
assumed that representative democracy with fi-equent elecrions will solve this 
problem. Any such governmenr should recognize that an infringement of 
people's civil righrs would ensure its defeat in the nexr election. Experience 
has shown this is not necessarilv true. and the result has been apathy. civil dis- 
obedience, and revolution. wlth apathy currently the greatest concei-n in most 
developed democracies. At the same rime, protecting liberties is still consid- 
ered a primary duty of a democratic political svsrem and a central parr of 
democratic [heor\-. 



Types of Liberty 

It is more difficult to deflne qpes  of liberty than types of equality; but, loosely: 
civil rights include the follow~ng specific liberties or freedon~s: 

1.The right to vote 

3. Freedom ofspeech 

3. Freed0111 of the press 

4. Freedom of assembly 


5 Freedom of r e l ~ g ~ o n  


6. Freedom of movemenr 

7 .  Freedom from arb~rrary rrearnlenr b\. tne pol~rlcal and legal svstem 

The first six ofthese are areas oflife that the democratic argument says should be 
left. within broad limits, to the discretion of the individual. Of  these SIX: free-
dom of movement is the least commonly discussed among theorists ofdemoc- 
racy. The seventh item, freedom from arbitrary treatment. is simply a way of 
stating positively the belief that government must protrct the cir~zen from gov- 
ernment. The various freedoms-particularly those of speech. press? assembly, 
and religion-are closely relared. Among the other means bv which freedom has 
been expressed art. tolerarion, the silence of the law and unenforceability. 

The Right to Vote The r ~ g h t  to vote w~thou t  ~nterference is. of course. the 
key to the abillty to change the system. It 1s the ultimace check on government 
and !he true guarantor of any freedom. 

Freedom of Speech With some minimal disagreement, most thinkers con- 
sider freedom of speech the most imporrant treedom. Within democracy free- 
dom of speech has a special place. The right to vote does not mean much ifir is 
impossible to hear opposing poinrs of view and to express one's opinion. The 
same reasoning is behind the freedoms ofpress and assembly. The rights to pub- 
lish opinion and to meet to discuss political issues are fundanencal if people are 
to vote intelligently. The righr to vote impiies, even requires, a right to infor- 
mation and the free expression of op~nion both orally and in writing. Freedom 
of speech requires freedom of assembly; freedom ro speak is meaninglrss witli- 
out the possibilin of an audience. 

John Sruarr Mill (1 806-73) explained the imporrance of freedom of speech 
and press in a slightly diEerent in his classic On Liberty (1859): 

This, then. is the appropriare region of human liberty. It comprises. first, 
the inward domain of consciousness; denlanding liberty of conscience in 
the most comprehensive sense: liberc). of thoughc and feeling: absolute 
freedom of opinion and sentiment on all subjects, practical or speculative 
scientific, moral, or  theological. The liberty of expressing and publishing 
opinions may seem to fall under a different principle, since ~t belongs to 
that part of the conduct of an individual which concerns other people: 
bur, being almost of as much importance as the libere of thought itself 
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and restlng In great part on the sanze reasons. 1s practlcall~ inseparable 
fro111 it. ' .  

For Mill. thought requlres the freed0111 to express oneselt^orallv and in writing. 
The search for truth requires that challenge, debate. and disagreement be possi- 
ble. Mill argued this from four diflerent perspectives: 

First. ifany opinion 1s compelled to silence. that opinion may. for aught we 
can certainly know be true. To deny this is to assume our own infallibiliy. 

Secondly. though the silenced opinion be an error. it may, and very 
commonly does, contain a po r~ ion  of truth: and since the general or pre- 
vaillng opinion on any subject is rarely or never the whole truth. ir. is only 
by the collision ofadverse opiilions that the remainder of the truth has any 
chance of belng supplied. 

Thirdly. even if the received opinlon be not only true. b u ~  the whole 
truth: unless i t  1s sufiered to be, and actually is; vigorously and earnestlv 
contested. I[ will. by most of those who receive it. be held in the manner 
of a preludice, with little comprehension or feeling of its rational grounds. 
And no[ only this, but. fourthly, the meaning of the doctrine itself will 
be in danger of being lost or enfeebled, and deprived of lts vital effect 
on the character and conduct: the dogma becoming a nleLe forinal profes- 
sion, inefficacious for :ood, but cumbering the ground and preventing 
the grov,.th of any real and heartfelt conviction, froill reason or  personal 
experience.I h 

Without freedom of expression truth is iosr. is never found. becomes mere prej- 
udice. o r  is enfeebled. Assuming that there is truth to be found, heedom of 
expression is essential: if chzre is no truth to be found, freedom of expression is 
even more important as the only device available to sort out the better opinlon 
from the worse. 

Speakers Corner o n  the northeast corner of Hyde Park in London, across 
from where people used to be executed for religious beliefs. is open every 
Sunday morning to anvoile \vith the urge to speak. It was designed as a "safety 
valve'' and appears to have functioned as such for some tiine. Today it  1s mostly 
viewed as entertainment. 

Freedom of the Press Mill joined speech and press closely together and. for 
political concerns. the arpument that a generally free press is essential in a 
democracy is almost noncontroversial. But there are areas of concern outside 
the strictly political realm. inost obviously related to the publication of pornos- 
raphv, and there are even concerns about some more narrowly political issues. 

If freedom of the press is absolute. there should be no restrictions on the 
publication of pornography. with some esception~, much pornography depicts 
individuals of one of two groups-women or children-as objects to be used. 
often violently. by another group-men. Viewed this way? pornography 1s an 

'' lohn  Sruart M111.C)n Lzi~ri], ,4th rLi.(London. Liln~rnar;.1Leadt.r 8 l>"er, 1Hb')). 26. 

" hlill. O n  L~hr r r j, '95 
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Issue wlth strong pol~tical overtones and ~llustrate~ a central concern of contem- 
porary students of democracy the conflict of rights. Whose rights should be 
protected, the publishers and consumers of pornography or the women and 
children who are turned inco consumer goods? 

A more narroudy political issue involves tne publication of~naterial designed 
to incite the overthrow of government by violence. Absolute freedom of the 
press would require the government to ensure that those trying to overthrow 
have the right to publish calls for ~ t soverthrow 2nd even ~~lanuals  on how to 

product: bombs and dlrecrions on where and how to place them. Many people 
find such a position ludicrous: many find it perfectly reasonable. 

A tnird issue is governmental secrecy Some, particularly those worklng for 
the press, contend that the press should have free access to the whole govern- 
ment decision-maicirlg process. Others. especially those worlung in government, 
argue that government snould be free to choose what the press is allowed to 
know and publish. Most people fall somewhere i n  between. believing that some 
governmental actions inust be secret and that other actions, ranging from a few 
to most, should not be secret. The  problem is that governments decide what 
must bc secret, and this leads to distrust. There is no way around this problen~, 
and the press and government will inevitabiy be at odds about the extent of 
permissible secrecy. 

A related issue is self-censorship by the press. Media that are pr~vately owned 
(most of them in the developed world) musL attract and keep readersiviewers,' 
listeners to make a profit. Some media rensationahze material to attract a larger 
audience; others limit what they report or the language used to avoid upsetting 
their owners. corporate sponsors. or the audience they have already attracted. 
Both tendencies distort the information available and undermine the value o fa  
free press. 

In the United States, conservatives consistently argue that most journalists 
are liberals and bias their reporting to support the liberal position; liberals argue 
that most media outlets are owned by wealthy conservatives and that the): 
require that reporting be slanted to support the conservative position. While it 
is impossible to be certain, on the whole journalists are more liberal than their 
bosses; but most media outlets and journalists strive for accuracy and balance. 
They do  not always succeed, and it is not hard to find evidence for the argu- 
ments made by both consert,atives and liberals. 

Historicall;; newspapers and news mapzines separated reporting and opinion, 
wlth pages devoted to opinion clearly marked. Today both print and electron~c 
media are less careful in making such a separation, and getriny accurate and bal- 
anced news is more dinlculc than ic used to be. At the same timr, elecrro~llc media 
~rovidea range of news sources never before available, and the Internet in partic- 
ular is a source of serious investigative reporring, the expression of rninorin view- 
points, and bias presented as objectivin 

Tension between the press and government is unavoidable and probably 
liealthy. Western democracies criticize countries with a controlled press while 
trying to  keep tneir own press fiom publishing things they want kept secrec. 
The degree of press freedom varies among democracies; [here 1s no  such t h ~ n g  
as a completely free press, but a fairly high dcgrec of such freedom is essential 
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In J democracy becau5e In the modern world [he commumcatlon of pollticzl 
ideas require, tile right to pubiish those ideas 

Freedom of Assembly The freedom to speak requrres the heedom to have 
an audience. A l t h o u ~ h  in broadcasring the audience need not be gathered in 
one place. the abiliry to meet togecher to discuss political issues. make decisions 
on those issues. and choose candidates is clearly still fundamental to a function- 
1119democracy. 

The poli~ical issues related to ti-ecdom of assembly are issues ofpublic order. 
Should parades and demonstrations thac may produce violence be allowed? 
Whac limitations on assembly are permissible to keep traffic moving or to pre- 
vent violence? .a1 governmencs. ti-om the local to the national, in all democra- 
cles constantl>7 face the problem of how. to regulate assembly without making it 
politically ~neffective. Some governments clearly use the excuse of necessary 
regulation through tile need for permits, for esample. to 11mlt the freedom of 
a s ~ e r n b l ~  the whole such attempts have proved ineffective. but 011 

Freedom of Religion Freedom of reiigioll is usually supported on precisely 
the same %rounds Mill used to defend freedom of speech and press, and wor- 
shrpping together requires the Geedom of assembly. Even lf we are certain that 
we have che wholc truth-perhaps particularly if we are cerrain-we should 
al\wys dlsti-ust our own presumed infallibility and welcome the continuation of 
the search. Freedom of religion has. particularly in North America. come to be 
identified with the separation of church and state. The search for relig~ous truth, 
in this vlem. requires that government be a neutral byst-ander nelther favor~ng 
nor suppressing any aspect of that search. 

In many countries this issue takes a more complex form. Some countries 
have an established church or a church that is officially recognized by the gov- 
ernmcnt that may recerve financial and other public support. In addit~on. many 
countries have polit~cal parties that are tied (directly or indirectly) to rel~glous 
bodies. In Europe most of these parties are labeled Chrlscian Dernocracs or  some 
variant thereof. These parties are often conservative. In such circurnscances the 
quest for freedom of reliQion becomes more problematic. But every religion has 
a t  some time faced the question oiits relationship to political power. This issue 
is important coda),, in the Third Tor ld ,  and i t  deeplv divides the 
Roman Catholic Church. 

Freedom of Movement Freedom of movement is less commonl? included 
among the basic freedoms. but it is as impor ta~~t  as the others because the abil- 
ity to move freely I S  a major protection for other freedoms. Some rescrictlons 
are already in etTect. Many democratlc countries, particularly in Europe, requlre 
their citizens to carry identin- papers and. for example. require horeir to record 
the number on these papers when someone registers. All countries require 
passports for foreign travel. And the growth of government programs means 
that most countries have records of the locacion of and changes of permanent 
address for a Frowing number of citizens. But in no democracy 1s it necessary 
to get prior approv~l from a governnlenc to travel wlchin its borders, and. most 
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important, withln a democracy people can freely move from place to place for 
political activity. 

Freedom from Arbitrary Treatment Freedom from arbitraq treatment by 
the political and legal svstem also protects the other freedoms. All democratic 
societies have clearly established procedural rights designed to guarantee that 
every indiv~dual will be treated fairly by the svstem. Without these procedural 
rights, the substantive rights of freedom ofspeech, press, and so on  would not 
be as secure. Basic guarantees include those found in the U.S. Bill oiRights.  
such as heedom from cruel and unusual punishment (designed to prohibit: [or- 
cure. nos- an issue in the debace over capitai punishment): the risht to a writ of 
habeas corpus (Latin meaning "[that] you have the bodv") or the right to 
demand that a prisoner be brought before an officcr of  the court so that the 
lawfulness of the imprisonment can be determined; and the right [o a trial by a 
jur]: ofones  peers. 

Toleration Toleration means that one accepts another person believing or 
doing something that one believes to be n7rong. Reliplous toleranon is the most 
obvious case. and in  some ways it is the most difficult. If I a m  certain that my 
way is the only one that leads to salvation. I am unltkeiy to tolerate an opposing 
beief that I am convinced is dangerous to my and your salvation. Religious tol- 
erance is. in fact. a relatively recent phenomenon; as late as the seventeenth 
centunr the word tolerance had a ne~ative meaning and intolerarzce a positive one. 
Within a relatively short time, though, the connotation of the words shifted: 
tolerance became a vircue and intolerance a vice, although even now many do 
not tolerate bellefs or behaviors they are convinced are wrong. Today most 
people accept toleration and extend it beyond religion to other beliefs and ways 
of life. In this way, freedom includes a large area in which we accept other 
people even though we disagree with them. 

Politically, tolerance is basic to modern democracy because one key to democ- 
racy is the recogninon and acceptance ofbasic disagreements among citizens. The 
diversity of the population and the protection ofthac diversity through tolerance 
are excrerr~ely important. Tolerance must exist or democracy cannot work. 

The Silence of the Law and unenforceability Two other areas of freedon1 
should be noted briefly: the silence of the law and unenforceability It is part of 
rhe Anglo-American tradition that if there is no law prohibiting an action, that 
action is within the area of individual discretion until such a law is written. In 
the United States, when the law is written, it cannot affect actions that pre- 
ceded it. In many other countries. newly passed laws can be  used to find past 
acts illegal. Also. the experience of Prohibition in the United States indicated 
rhat there are unenforceable laws, laws that people simply won't accept. Thus 
unenforceabiliry can also be seen as an aspect oifreedom. 

Liberq is limited to some extenr by all political svstems. The democratic 
system has built-in safeguards that protect individuals from having their free- 
doms too severely restricted. Of  course, these safepards do not always work. 
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The  most fundamental of these safeguards 1s the basic characteristic of 
democracy-the people have some control over thelr govei-nment. Delnocratic 
theorists have never adequately addressed the problem of severe restrictio~~s 
rights that are desired or  acquiesced in by [he majority. Thus a problem f01- 
democracy is how to achieve sufficient tolerance of differences so that the 
majorin- is willing to procect the rights of the minority. For many the answer 
is educacion. 

E D U C A T I O N  

Educat~onas a fundamental principle of  democracy may be mildly controver- 
sial. but it should nor be. Democratic theorists such as John Locke, Jean-Jacques 
Rousseau, and John Stuart Mill wrote treatises on education that tied their 
political theories loosely or tightly to the need for an educated populace. I n  
the Uniced States the founders of the democracy believed education essential 
to making an effective democracy possible. In fact, the statement that an edu- 
cated citizenry is necessary in a democracy is commonplace. T h e  argument 
regarding the need for education is fairly simple. Citizens are required to 
choose among candidates and issues. To do so they must have the basic skills of 
reading, wricing. and arithmetic (rather illiterately known as the  three Rs )  
because the information provided is often communicated in print, because it 
may be necessary for cicizens to communicate in wricing, and because num- 
bers are used escensively. Equally in~portant ,  citlzens must be able to evaluate 
the information, weigh pros and cons. and decide what positions best corrr- 
spond to thelr Interests. O f  course, cit~zens must also be able to correctly iden- 
tifi: those interests. 

A democracy can operate without an  educated populace. India 1s n func-
tioning democracy with a high level of illiteracy. But a democracy of ihterates 
is limited unless the culture actively encourages oral dissemination of informa- 
tion and discussion of issues. The  elitist model of democracy would have no 
trouble with a high level of illiteracy but every other approach to democracy 
would find ic an issue requiring solution. Thus it is fair to say that an educated 
populace is a prerequisite o fa  fully funccioning democracy. 

The principles of democracy all relare co one another, and all stem tioln [he 
most fundamental democratic principle: citizen involvement. Politically, equal- 
i~ and freedom both characterize and protect cicizen involvement. They char- 
accerize citizen involvemenc in that democracy demands the freedom to vote 
and equality of the vote: they protect citizen involvement because a free and 
equal electorate can insist on the maintenance of that freedoin and equality. A 
free and equal electorate needs education to ensure that freedom and equalin. 
are meanin$ul and to make informed choices as cicizens. Today the electoral 
system is the ma!or avenue for the expression of citizen involvement, and of 
course the system of represencation 1s the purpose and result of the electoral 
system and the wav in which citizens are involved. 


